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Ⅰ.Consultant team, investment agencies and partners

1.1 Consultant team and investment institution

1.1.1 consultant team:
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1.1.2 investment institutions:
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Ⅱ. Overview and pain point
First, we need to distinguish between the concept of blockchain asset storage

and traditional asset storage. Blockchain asset storage does not actually store

blockchain digital assets. Instead, it stores the keys (private key and public key).

Owning the key means having the control of the encrypted asset at the

corresponding address of the corresponding chain. This paper describes an open

wallet system which combines the centralization advantage of synchronous

transaction and the fairness of the relay chain. The system is intended to establish

decentralized and non-asset - managed digital asset storage, conversion and

management applications. AladdinGalaxy is positioned as the open standard and

cornerstone for the next generation of digital asset security storage and

management.

2.1 Security
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For the digital currency storage, the most important issue is undoubtedly the

security issue. The DAO attack, coindash losing coins, Mt.Gox incident, etc., emerge

one after another.

High-Tech Bridge, a leading cybersecurity company, reports that 90% of digital

currency wallets are insecure.

The Aladdin community has an obsession on the secure storage of information

and community members will create isolated storage of information for encrypted

digital assets, providing ecological level storage services for the industry. Therefore,

we strictly regulate the process security of digital asset storage to ensure the irreversibility of each

step of the encryption process, perform multi-layer encryption on almost all predictable security

issues, and at the same time, adopt data distributed encryption, electronic data deposit, network

authentication, data synchronization and other more standardized one-way security measures to

make Aladdin wallet ensure the security of encrypted digital assets.

2.2 Multi-currency cross - chain payment

Currently, there are about 20 mainstream digital currency wallets in the world,

but due to the different chain models, most of them are designed based on a certain

chain , such as the Bitcoin of the UTXO model and the numerous wallets based on the

Account model. Therefore, users have to switch the different applications to transfer

and accept coins, which is very inconvenient. Cross-chain technology can effectively

solve the conversion of different token chains, which is convenient for users and

partly replaces the exchange function at the same time.

The AladdinGalaxy positioning supports multi-currency currency storage and

conversion, which is no longer limited to a chain and greatly facilitates the users to

manage their own digital assets.

With the increasing variety of encrypted digital assets in the world, secure

cross-chain multi-currency storage will gradually exhibit an unparalleled advantage.

2.1 Anonymous community under the reputation mechanism.
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Encrypted digital currency can be held and flowed anonymously, but the

encrypted digital currency holders cannot communicate anonymously, which limits

the scope of communication. Once blockbuster "prism door" incident tell users around

the world, you may have no what's wrong, but you still is suspected object, perhaps

just because sent a wrong message, you may be survey in the past all the decisions,

and communicate with your friends, because Facebook, Skype, Apple and Yahoo

these communication tools are not anonymous. The current centralized mode of

communication, even if the point or read after the burn is unable to meet the needs of

the currency friends for private communication. While the existing anonymous

community service can not effectively solve the problem of malicious bad review and

more account amount of brush, make social and trade transformation path is blocked,

decentralized communities also difficult to solve the problem of compulsory

dissolution of anonymous community etc. With the increasing maturity of

cryptographic digital currency users, it is urgent to solve these problems.

III. What are we going to do

3.1 Safe storage

We have defined the security standard in the field of digital encrypted currency

storage:Abaosafe.
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The client and server negotiate a key K in advance for a one-time password

generation process, which is not known to any third party. In addition, the client and

server each have a counter C, and synchronize the count in advance

When validating, the client pairs the key and the counter (K,C) with the Hash

based Message Authentication Code (HMAC) algorithm to calculate the one-time

password.

The formula is as follows: HOTP(K,C) = Truncate(hmac-sha-1 (K,C))

Hmac-sha-1 is used, and of course you can use hmac-md5. The HMAC

algorithm has a large number of values, which is not convenient for user input.

Therefore, Truncate is required to be a set of not too long decimal number (for

example, 6 bits, and Steam is 5 bits). After the calculation is completed, the client

counter C count is incremented by 1. Users to this group of decimal number input and

submit, after the same calculations on the server and the user submits the numerical

comparison, if the same, the verification through, the server will count 1 C. If not, the

validation fails. Here's an interesting question is, if the validation fails or client

accidentally made a generated password operation, between the client and the server

of the counter C will no longer be synchronized, so you need to have a fresh
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synchronization (Resynchronization) mechanism. For details, please refer to RFC

4226.

After the introduction of HOTP, Time-based One- Time Password (TOTP) is

easy to understand. TOTP replaces the counter C in HOTP with current time T, so it

gets a one-time password over time. Although the principle does not understand the

obstacles, it is interesting to use time to replace the counter with some special

problems. For example, what is the value of time T? Because time changes all the

time, if you choose a T that changes too fast (for example, the number of seconds to

start at a certain point), then the user has no time to enter the password. If you select a

change slowly T (for example, from the start at some point the number of hours), then

the third party the attacker will have plenty of time to try all possible one-time

password (6 digit one-time password only 10 ^ 6 combinations), reduce the security

of the password. In addition, the slow change of T can lead to another problem. If the

user need to login account for the second time in a short time, because the password is

a one time cannot be reused, the user must wait until the next one-time password is

generated to be able to login, which means that most need to wait for 59 minutes and

59 seconds, this is unacceptable.

Considering the above considerations, AladdinGalaxy chose 30 seconds as the

time slice, and the value of T is the number of 30 seconds from the Unix epoch

(00:00:00 on January 1, 1970). Second problem is that, due to network latency, user

input lag factors, such as possible when the server receives the one-time password, T

value has changed, and this will cause the server computing one-time password value

is different from user input, the validation fails. To solve this problem by one method

is to calculate the current server time slice and the n time slice in front of the one-time

password value, as long as there is a same as the input from the user's password,

through the verification. Of course, n shouldn't be too big, or it will reduce security. In

fact, this method has another function. We know that if the client and server's clock is

biased, it causes a similar problem to the above, which is that the password generated

by the client is inconsistent with the password generated by the server. However, the
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server knows the clock skew on the client side if the server computes the password of

the previous n time slices and successfully validates it. Therefore, the next time the

server is validated, the server can calculate the deviation directly, without having to

do n calculations.

The principle is: each Abaosafe has a unique serial number, a built-in real-time

clock that generates the current time, and the unique password that is built in. At work,

the built-in password is connected to the current time in each minute, and the HASH

operation is converted into a six-digit number, the dynamic password. On the server

side, only the serial number and the built-in password of Abaosafe need to be saved in

the database. The same operation can be used to obtain the same result as Abaosafe in

the current time, so as to compare the login. Therefore, the server side can use the

dynamic password of Abaosafe for automatic time pointer tuning. Let's say that the

time unit is minutes and the current time is T. From Abaosafe, we assume that: Hash

(T - 1) = = = 1234566 Hash (T) = = = = 1234567 Hash (T + 1) = = = 1234568 on the

server side, at this point, the pointer to time T and I look forward to receiving the

password Hash (T) = = 1234567 at a time when, if the server receives the dynamic

password is 1234566, is the corresponding Abaosafe password mistake. After 0.5

minutes, the Abaosafe will land again. As the clock slows down one unit, the

password is hashed ((t-1) +0.5), which is hashing (t-4.5). For the server, due to the

last correction (the pointer has moved back to one unit), it is expected to receive a

Hash (T-0.4) value. According to the above, you must get an Abaosafe algorithm +

serial number + internal current time + built-in password can be cracked, in fact, there

is no solution at present.
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3.2 Multi-currency cross - chain payment

Consensus mechanism is the soul of the chain of blocks, and across the chain

technology is the key to realize the value of network, cross chain technology can

scatter the chain from single isolated information island and integrate the difference

value chain, is the key to the chain block industry development and Bridges.

AladdinGalaxy offers two parallel and progressive cross - chain payment options,

namely double-account scheme and relay-chain scheme. The double-account scheme

can provide traders with sufficient liquidity at the present stage of the development of

the industry, effectively guaranteeing the transaction value of both parties. The

transmission chain scheme can solve the problem of real-time value transmission

between the chains without the need of public authorization, so that EOS can interact

with any other chain.
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3.2.1 Double account scheme:

Similar to Ripple, Stellar, Circle, AladdinGalaxy for trading of the sender and the

receiver provides a trusted third party security, by AladdinGalaxy safeguard their

assets to the sender, only when the book received proof, and the recipient to confirm

received payment, will be the transfer of assets to the acceptance. AladdinGalaxy also

guarantees that the acceptors, once they have completed the final part of the

agreement, will receive the sender's assets.

Figure 1: The example in the figure is a double-account conversion mode of the acceptance.

As shown above,we introduced the acceptance double-account synchronous

trading mode.Under the premise of account private storage, the liquidity of currency

exchange is ensured.This paper briefly introduces the process of currency conversion

in double - account mode.The process is shown below:

(1).The user initiates ETH to BTC request,then Aladdin receives the order and

broadcasts the order to ETH/BTC acceptance group.When the acceptance receives the

broadcast, the information is returned to the user, and the user's signature is
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transferred to ETH.At the same time, the acceptance BTC account is transferred from

the BTC to the user BTC address according to the best exchange rate of the

acceptance group;

(2).In this conversion process, Aladdin is in charge of dynamic control of rejection

rate and related order attack risk control.

(3).The user and the acceptance sign first, then verify whether the order (the latest

status) is actually done.If the transaction is not possible, the conversion transaction is

terminated, and the exchange of coinage is needed to be renewed (the probability is

extremely low in theory).

(4).Aladdin listens for new blocks and new conversion data under the chain, updates

the order table based on these data, and continuously makes new acceptance.

Figure 2: AladdinGalaxy interactive diagram.

As shown in figure 2: the active participants in AbaoNetwork are divided into

five roles:

(1). Users who send and receive tokens in the network.

(2). The users of AbaoNetwork include personal users, smart contract accounts and

merchants.
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(3). Provide a liquidity (one or more) reserve entity for the platform.

(4). To provide funds for the reserve entity and share the contribution of the

platform's profits.

(5). Maintain reserves, determine exchange rates and report the ratio to the reserve

managers of AbaoNetwork.

The AbaoNetwork operator is responsible for adding, deleting, and listing tokens

in the network.

Each activist interacts independently with a smart contract in a different way.The

user sends and receives tokens simultaneously in a single transaction without waiting

for any response from the reserve entity or from the AbaoNetwork operator.The

AbaoNetwork operator is responsible for adding and removing reserves. The reserve

manager determines the new exchange rate and provides the rate to the contract for

each fixed period (typically a few seconds).The main contract relies on a reserve

entity to ensure high liquidity.

The application of AbaoNetwork includes itself as an exchange that can execute

transaction requests in time and will not hold users' tokens to avoid the theft or loss of

tokens. In token exchange, through smart contracts, users can use any of their favorite

cryptographic tokens to pay for any product or service.

3.2.2.Relay-chain:

Transmission chain of design concept is based on the EOS high scalability, and trade

on the distinction between sponsors and trade execution confirm trade execution

mode and transaction records, on the basis of the relay-chain involved in the solution

across chain matching, sending and receiving information.
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Figure 3:Relay-chain cross-chain by transaction

As shown in figure 3, AladdinGalaxy creates a pass-through block chain based

on EOS through a parallel link bridge, where the token holder has a core control over

the protocol. After each of the other chain of transmission chain is connected miners

exclusive privileges will be allocated to the transmission chain of participants, and

AladdinGalaxy transfer chain token holders rights through its master the chain

between the value of direct exchange, so as to complete the EOS digital encryption

AladdinGalaxy based on the basis of the whole chain currency swap.

In the AladdinGalaxy transmission chain, the holders of tokens have been freed

from the patterns of trust that require each chain, so they can create more applications:

as an exchange that can execute transaction requests in time and will not hold users'

tokens to avoid the theft or loss of tokens.In token exchange, users can use any of
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their favorite cryptographic tokens to pay for any product or service by using a smart

contract to perform transactions.

Other applications of AbaoNetwork include:Introducing derivatives in the form

of futures and options to provide an alternative solution to the problem of price

fluctuations between tokens.Financial derivatives such as swaps are introduced to

ensure transparency and security of quotes. Futures(Futures is a contract whereby the

parties agree to trade assets at a specified price in the one day of future.When some

users need to exchange tokens -- for example, from Abao to ETH -- to prepare for the

upcoming private placement.Users can buy ETH in the current market price, or they

can buy futures contracts to offset the risk of the price fluctuation of ETH as a viable

alternative.)Option(Option contracts allow users to pay a fee to hedge against adverse

price changes.Users who plan to buy or sell an encrypted asset in the future can buy a

call or put option by paying an option fee.)

3.3 Anonymous community

AladdinGalaxy provide a based on the user follow relationships between

anonymous communication community services, to meet user demand for

communications privacy, communication helps users to eliminate blind Angle, to

achieve more valuable communication. Valuable anonymous communication can

produce potential social relations, AladdinGalaxy will combine mobile positioning

function to inspire the potential of social relations, formed in the offline conversion

useful social relations, effective social relations will produce credit, credit can ensure

the reliability of the trading in otc. As the trade continues, the credit of the user

accumulates, and the accumulated credit of the user increases the stickiness of

AladdinGalaxy.

In order to solve the community more account brush and malicious evaluation

problem, maintain good anonymous community communication environment,

AladdinGalaxy through innovation of reputation mechanism to implement two-way

encouragement with rewards and punishment. The core advantage of reputation
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system is based on verifiable shuffling and associated in signature technology, can

under the premise that does not require user identity, complete the anonymous user

reputation, avoid the loss of customer loyalty while increasing the user participation.

Reputation system working mechanism is composed of the sending and feedback

of multi-round messages. At the beginning of each round, the server maintains a

long-term database identity with all clients and their respective encrypted reputation

scores. In each round, the server runs the scheduling algorithm based on the verifiable

reshuffle protocol, turning the reputation list into an anonymous permutation list

based on one-time pseudonyms and the corresponding clear credit score. We use

decentralized scheduling protocols, and neither the server nor the client (except the

owner) can associate a one-time false name with a long-term identity. The client

publishes the message anonymously using a one-time pseudonym. Servers can

associate these messages with their corresponding reputation scores without knowing

the client's sensitive information. Each client will then provide feedback to other users

(such as voting). Each vote is signed with an associated ring signature so that the

server can verify that each customer votes only once and does not reveal which

customer submitted the ticket. This design allows the server to be unable to associate

voting with a long-term identity when counting positive and negative votes. Finally,

the feedback information from the server according to the one-time pseudonym

update credit rating, then execute the "reverse scheduling", will these one-time

pseudonym and updated the reputation of the restored to the original long-term

identity and update their encryption reputation score.
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IV. Currency use and users
AladdinGalaxy Token

The AladdinGalaxy community USES a unified Token (ABAO) to promote the

flow of system resources and to motivate and maintain the sustainable development of

AladdinGalaxy. ABAO is a network token that conforms to ERC20 standard, and

ABAO will be converted to EOS network when the EOS main network is launched.

4.1 The external security storage user USES Aladdin security lock product's

flow rate.

It mainly focuses on the traditional authentication methods such as SMS

authentication and mailbox authentication for customers who need third-party

certification. Users: uncoinex.com, tokenfan.com, etc.

4.2 Currency conversion fuel currency in the platform.

This function is similar to exchange platform tokens, aimed at customers with

exchange requirements based on storage.

4.3 Create social security deposit and self-defined margin for setting the

rules after reading.

Anyone can set conditions after pay a certain amount ABAO margin to create

two free anonymous anonymous community outside of the community, community

group of the Lord is to pay a certain amount ABAO margin after can set the rules of

the burn after reading, otc users within the community exchange encryption currency

deposit and fees.

4.4 High quality fund online preemptive right, Aladdin fund product

subscription and redemption fee.

Release parts in the wallet quality encryption digital currency fund product

subscription order according to ABAO tokens, holdings and time priority ranking, all

at the same time inside the wallet encryption product digital currency fund
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subscription and redemption fees in ABAO.

4.5 AladdinGalaxy incubation project denomination currency.

The quality projects incubated by the Aladdin Foundation are denominated in

ABAO. The signed projects include but not limited to: name creation, boutique

shopping guide, good luck entertainment, organic tea garden, Chinese new singing

karaoke, etc.

4.6 0ther USES

V. Project realization and plan

5.1 Project scheme

2017.05-06: establishment of digital cryptographic currency security alliance

community in Singapore; AladdinGalaxy project planning and preparation;

2017.07-09: Aladdin safety standard and cross-chain plan formulation and technology

research and development, application test;

2017.09-11: official website, white paper 1.0, APP successively launched internal

measurement, iteration;

2017.11-12: market preheating and business cooperation, BD/Marketing/ user

resources and other reserves;

2018.01-02: private placement, and global community promotion;

2018.03-05: wallet 2.0 version packaging inside;

2018.06-12: more than 1000000 BTC storage size scale, gradually building into the

industry's biggest anonymous community, the community every day more than 6000

BTC OTC transaction volume of the equivalent, cross chain volume more than

100000 BTC equivalent per day.

2019.01--: the official website is released in succession.

5.2 Source-opening plan

After releasing the Aladdin public chain, source code will be published on github,
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and a certain proportion of awards will be given to code contributors.

5.3 Recruitment plan of tokens

To support the technical development, research and business cooperation of

AladdinGalaxy, the Aladdin foundation has the following plans for some tokens:

5.3.1.The token ABAO will be produced before AladdinGalaxy is

officially released, by the Aladdin Foundation. Aladdin Galaxy is

responsible for the sale of tokens.

The specific rules and information for the public sale of ABAO are

published by the official website www.abao.im.

5.3.2.Allocation plan:

Token amount 8800000000 ABAO

Founding team 21% ABAO

private

placement
30% ABAO

Consultants and

investments
24% ABAO

The foundation 10% ABAO

Ecological

construction
15% ABAO
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VI. Disclaimer
6.1. This document is the Aladdin team. For the planning of platform business and

token function, the Aladdin team may adjust the actual business development plan

according to the requirements of industry development and policies and regulations.

6.2. ABAO tokens can be used to exchange various services of platform, and our team

may add or adjust the exchangeable service contents based on business development

requirements.

6.3. The price of ABAO tokens will be determined by market transactions, and users

may make profits or suffer losses for the increase and decrease of its prices when

buying and holding tokens. The team does not promise or guarantee the future price

of tokens.

6.4. As a new investment field, blockchain has high investment risks and expected

income. It is necessary for users to fully evaluate investment risks so as to invest

prudently within the range of their tolerance.
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